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With the rapid development of the Internet, computer network has penetrated 
into all fields of our daily life and become the infrastructure of our society. For the tax 
authority which is increasingly informationized, the application of computer and 
network is necessary in work of the national finance income. However, in recent years 
frequent network security problems severely threat the stable operation of the 
computer network. Network anomaly detection and control by utilizing the 
characteristics of data flow become a key method to guarantee the controllable 
network security, further, it is essential to implement informationized collection of the 
national tax. As to the network security problem, domestic and overseas scholars did a 
lot of research work. But there still exist many problems in the description, 
acquisition and measure of high speed flow characteristics, etc. 
In view of the above questions, in this thesis, according to the actual needs of the 
tax authority, the author firstly designs how to fulfill the flow collection and analyzes 
the characteristics of different styles of attack, then puts forward a set of monitoring 
index system and its acquisition method of flow characteristics. Secondly, based on 
the multiple index features, the author achieves network abnormal behavior detection. 
Compared with the existing methods, Combined with the real flow test results from 
the network information center of a certain city local taxation bureau, this thesis 
presents methods which can comprehensively measure tax network flow 
characteristics and realize detection of unusual network attack for the sake of the 
smooth running of the network. 
Based on the above research, this thesis uses the browser/server framework 
design to realize the high-speed network flow monitoring system. It can effectively 
complete feature extraction of high-speed network flow and duly detect abnormal 
network behavior, successfully solve the problems concerning the safety monitoring 
of the high-speed network flow. 
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图 1-1 2001-2010 全球互联网用户数量 
 
图 1-2 网络安全事件数量月度统计(2009 年) 
 


















































































































EWMA 等。皱柏贤通过对时间窗拟合 AR 模型后的残差计算统计量，并根据该统计量
的变化来实时检测异常[19]。Sun 等通过 AAR 模型参数的变化检测网络流密度的突变，
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